


Welcome to Neighborhood Forest: The Board Game!

You are residents of a brand new neighborhood where you’ll work

together to help develop the ecosystem , sustain the earth, and grow1

your own beautiful Neighborhood Forest.

This is a collaborative game that only ends once every tree plot

provided by the town has been filled.

We hope you enjoy this experience from Neighborhood Forest and

NuMinds Enrichment, and thank you for playing!

Let’s get planting!

1This area has the ability to sustain trees from a variety of climates that would normally be spread
throughout a wide area. In this game, we have represented the various simplified biomes of
North America.
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SETTING UP THE TABLE

Use this setup guide as a basis for the way you get the game ready.

Every group and table will work differently, so do what works best for

your group!

Begin by unfolding the board on a smooth, flat surface and

separating the pieces.

● Set out the Tree Cards (7) in a place that’s easy for all

players to see and read.

● Next to each Tree Card, place the matching Tree Tokens (6)

, the Tree Bases (6) , and the Tree Extensions (36)

● Take a moment to make a couple of Seedlings by connecting

the Tree Tokens with their Tree Bases (6 Seedlings per tree

species).

Seedling

Any time during the game you are asked to collect a Seedling, be

sure the Tree Token has a matching Tree Base.
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Shuffle each deck separately and place the three decks next to the

board, leaving space to discard Resource Cards and Event Cards.

● Resource Card Deck (21)

● Event Card Deck (24)

● Landmark Card Deck (10)

Sort the remaining tokens and place the piles close to the board.

● Landmark Tokens (10)

● Tree Protection Tokens (30)

● Tree Growth Tokens (30)

● Tree Love/Helping Hand Tokens (100)

● Large Team Tokens (2 per Player; 10 total)

● Team Tokens (30 per Player; 150 total)
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Suggested Setup
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GETTING STARTED

STEP ONE

Decide who goes first in one of two ways:

1. Who at the table can share a fact about trees that no other

player at the table already knows?

2. Roll to see who goes first! The player with the highest number is

Player One. If there is a tie for the highest number, the tied

players roll again until a winner is determined.

Play moves counterclockwise for the remainder of the game!2

STEP TWO

Starting with Player One, choose a Team Token style and place the

Large Team Token next to the house of their choice. This is now the

player’s Home. Place the second Large Team Token on the Start

Space directly in front of their new Home.

2 As seen from the north side of the moon's orbital plane, the Earth
rotates counterclockwise on its rotational axis, and the moon revolves
counterclockwise around Earth. Most of the objects in our solar
system, including the Sun, planets, and asteroids, all rotate
counter-clockwise (NRAO, 2013)
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STEP THREE

Once all the players have selected and placed their Team Tokens,

let’s plant our first Seedling! If this is your first game, take some time3

to read the Tree Cards and discover which areas on the board are

most ideal for each type of tree (e.g., Eldarica Pines prefer Biomes IV

and V).

Understanding Biomes

The board has five Biomes, labeled I, II, III, IV, and V. The Eldarica

Pine’s Tree Card shows its ideal environment is Biomes IV and V.

To help players quickly find the best place to plant a tree, the colors

of the ideal Biomes match the colors at the base of each Seedling.

In player order, select the first Seedling of your choice. For your first

Seedling, you must plant on only Standard Tree Plots next to the

Main Path (for more details, see “Types of Tree Plots,” page 14). After

planting, add a Team Token to one of the Tree Base slots to track

which trees you have planted.

3 All the trees in this game are species that were donated all around
the United States by Neighborhood Forest in 2021!
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For your very first Seedling, choose any Standard Tree Plot on the

board (not a Resource Tree Plot or Landmark Tree Plot) and plant

your Seedling. Be sure to add your Team Token to the Tree Base.
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LET’S PLAY!

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING ALOUD:

“All players are living together in a neighborhood, but currently,

there are no trees, parks, or landmarks. Over multiple generations,

your mission is to work together to get tree Seedlings, plant them,

and watch them grow!

The game is played in a series of generations. With each generation,

the players go through three phases.

During Phase One, every player will get new tree Seedlings. During

Phase Two, all players will travel around the board, looking for the

best place to plant their Seedlings. Along the way, players can

nourish and protect trees, activate Event Cards, and help other

players! Once all of the players have returned Home, all players

enter Phase Three and watch the trees grow by adding Tree

Extensions (maximum of six Tree Extensions per tree).

After Phase Three, it’s time for the next generation. Players will

repeat the three phases until every tree plot on the board is full, and

the neighborhood forest is complete!”
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PHASE ONE: GETTING NEW TREE SEEDLINGS

STEP ONE

During Phase One, you are collecting your Seedlings to plant and

items to use during Phase Two.

In player order, collect your Seedling Capacity.

● For the first Generation of the game, this will be one Seedling

of your choosing.

● For the second Generation, this will be two Seedlings of your

choosing.

● For the third and all remaining Generations, this will be three

Seedlings of your choosing.

Note: Some Resource Cards can increase a player’s Seedling

Capacity to receive more than three Seedlings at the start of Phase

One.

Next, collect one Tree Growth Token and Tree Protection Token

SEEDLINGS AND TOKENS PER GENERATION

Generation 1 Generation 2 Generation 3+

Note: Some Resource Cards can increase these amounts.
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PHASE TWO: PLANTING SEASON

(Roll → Move → Event → Action)

Each player will 1) roll, 2) move counterclockwise, 3) check for Events,

and then 4) perform any actions. Play then continues to the right.

Phase Two continues until all players have planted all their

Seedlings or all players have returned to their Home (see “Returning

Home” page XX).

STEP ONE: ROLL

Roll the die once.

● Resource Cards, Landmark Tokens and the player action

Greet a Neighbor (page XX) may provide additional rolls. You

will always move, check for events, and perform actions before

rolling again.

● Players may earn a maximum of three rolls per turn.

STEP TWO: MOVE

Your Team Token travels counterclockwise and stays on the Main

Path. You are able to end your movement on the same space as

another player (see “Action: Interact” on page XX for more details).

● Note: Players travel on the Main Path outlined with a thicker

border. Players do not travel along the Tree Plot Trails (the

gray, gravel paths) that connect the Tree Plots.
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Paths and Trails

Main Path Tree Plot Trail

STEP THREE: CHECK FOR EVENTS

Check to see if your movement ended on an Event Space

If you ended your move on an Event Space, draw an Event Card

(marked by a leaf), and read the text aloud.

● Note: Event Cards take effect immediately and can have

positive or negative effects.

Discard the Event Card, unless it says otherwise, next to the Event

Card Deck. If all the Event Cards have been discarded, simply shuffle

and restart the Event Card Deck.

STEP FOUR: CHOOSE YOUR ACTION(S)

Depending on where you land, you can take up to four types of

actions: Plant a Tree Seedling, Help a Tree, Interact, or Go Home. It

is possible that on a single turn, a player could perform all

[END OF PREVIEW]
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